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Gloria makes way up East Coast
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Hurricane sucks up N. Carolina harbors
MOOREHESAD CITY, N.C.(AP)—
Hurricane Gloria raced toward shore
early Friday menacing every coastal
hamlet and big city along a 750-mile
swath from the Carolinas to New York
and New England with 130 mph winds,
pounding surf and torrtential rain.
Buxton and Avon harbors in the Outer
Banks were reported dry, with boats
resting on sand as the low pressure in the
eye of the hurricane, one of the most
powerful Atlantic storms this century,
sucked the water out of Pamlico Sound,
weather officials in Cape Hatteras said.
More than 200,000 people fled their
homes, vacating resort bungalows in
North Carolina's barrier islands and
high-rise condominiums in Ocean City,
Md.
Winds gusting up to 75 mph battered
Cape Hatteras on Thursday night, and
waves 8 to 12 feet in height lashed the
3,000-pound sandbags surrounding the
114-year-old lighthouse. Parts of three
piers were washed out in Atlantic Beach
to the south, with waves 5 feet above
normal, said police Officer Cathy Long.
In Manteo, on Roanoke Island, trees
were bent almost to the ground and
winds screamed as torrents of rain pelted
deserted roads. Power was knocked out
in Southern Shores, a community north
of Kitty Hawk.
"The storm has already caused a great
deal of damage with trees being blown
down inland as well as some flooding in
low lying places along the coast,"
Gov. Jim Martin said at 11 p.m. A tornado also touched down in Beaufort
County but caused no injuries.
At 1 a.m. EDT, the center of Gloria
was near latitude 34.9 north, longitude

The American Red Cross was moving
emergency personnel along with food
and communications vehicles into
coastal areas between North Carolina
and New York, said Brian Ruberry, a
spokesman for the Red Cross in suburban Alexandria, Va.
Up to 10,000 people had been
evacuated on the North Carolina coast
from Carolina Beach to the Virginia
border, Martin said. During the height

of the evacuation, traffic was bumperto-bumper on U.S. 74 west of
Washington.
Another 49,000 people left high-rise
condominiums and hotels on the beach
in Ocean City, Md., a delicate 10 mile
barrier island only a few blocks wide
The 45,000 residents of Cape May, N.J.,
County's narrow barrier islands were
ordered to inland shelters at 10 p.m.
"We've had people going out of here
like crazy," said Lyndon Simmerman,
emergency management coordinator for
Cape May County.
States of emergency were declared in
North Carolina, Virginia, Deleware,
Maryland, New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Island
and
Massachussetts as schools were turned
into shelters, while hundreds of military
airplanes and helicopters and dozens of
ships were moved from their bases to
protect them from the storm. Smaller
craft were hauled into drycbck.
People fled their homes as far north
as Fire Island, which runs along the
southern coast of New York's Long
Island. But others who planned to stay
stocked up on food, batteries and
candles, boarded up windows and set up
sandbags to guard against floodwaters.
Those who thought about riding out
the storm were given grim warnings.
"The Shore Patrol came up and asked us to give them the names of our next
of kin," said Patricia Farmer, who
lives with her husband, Bob, and five
children in Navy housing in Virginia
Beach, Va.
"That's when we decided to leave,"
she said from the city's convention
center, which was serving as an emergency shelter.

UMO has no reported cases of AIDS
by John Strange
Staff Writer
No cases of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) have been
reported at UMO although there are
nine cases statewide, the director of
UMO's Cutler Health Center said
Thursday.
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75.7 west, about 23 miles southsouthwest of Cape Hatteras, moving
slightly east of due north at up to 25
mph. The storm's forward motion was
expected to accelerate, and a hurricane
watch was issued to Eastport, Maine, on
the Canadian border, in addition to the
hurricane warning.
It was expected to move across eastern
North Carolina early Friday and move
up the coast toward New England during the day. Tides up to 12 feet above
normal were predicted near where
Gloria's center hits the coast.
Hurricane warnings flew from Little
River Inlet, S.C., northward to the Merrimack
River
in
northern
Massachuswtts, which includes Boston.
The center of the 300-mile-wide
storm, which awed forecasters with its
size and gale-force winds extending 200
miles north from its center, was due to
hit land early Friday, and hug the coast
as it swept northward.
In New York City, the twin 110-story
towers of the World Trade Center were
ordered closed for the day Friday, as
were city schools. Gambling was halted
Thursday night at casinos in Atlantic City, N.J., and many flights were canceled
at Newark, N.J., International Airport.

Dr. George Wood
Dr. George Wood said that of the nine
cases reported in Maine, eight victims

were white male homosexuals and one
was a black male intrawnous drug-user.
Marty Sabol, assistant director of the
Sexually Transmitted Diseases Clinic in
the Bangor Public Health Department,
confirmed that no cases have been
reported at UMO or in surrounding
communities. However, Saboi would not
say if any cases were reported in Bangor
because that information is confidential.
Sabol did say, however, that there are
generally more cases in southern Maine
than in northern Maine.
Wood said 94 percent of AIDS victims
are homosexual, bisexual, hemophiliacs
or intravenous drug-users.
The other 6 percent, he said, are
women who had sexual contact with infected men, and infants whose,mothers
are infected.
Sexual contact and transfusions of infected blood are the only documented
transmissions ofthe disease, Wood said.
However, he also said that due to new
tests performed on blood donations,
transmission through contaminated
blood is rare.
Although the AIDS virus has been
found in tears and saliva of victims,
Wood said transmission through contact
with infected tears and saliva is rare.

•

Sabol said the only documented
transmissions are through semen and
blood.
"Not one in about 14,000 cases is there
one in which the transmission was
saliva," said Sabol. Although Sabol
said such transmission is `tonceivably
possible," there is no evidence that
AIDS can be transmitted through saliva.
Wood said it is "conceivable" that a
person can catch AIDS from an infected
person through a "passionate kiss,"
especially if he or she has cuts on or in
the mouth.
However, said Wood, regular social
contact will not expose a person to
AIDS.
"I'd be perfectly comfortable with a
person with AIDS in my house," he
said. Shaking hands, eating at the same
table as an AIDS victim and using toilet
seats will not expose a person to AIDS.
"The virus is very fragile," said
Sabol. "It is very difficult to grow in
laboratories."
If an AIDS victim sneezes in an open
room, said Sabol, there would be no
danger of catching the disease.
"I don't think that there should be a
(see UMO AIDS page 2)
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Maine prepares
for Hurricane
Gloria
PQRTLAND (AP) — A hurricane watch was posted Thursday
as far north as Eastport, and the
state moved into its highest state of
alert in more than eight years as
Hurricane Gloria swerved to a
more northerly course and
threatened New England.
The National Weather Service
said in a bulletin late Thursday
afternoon that in New England the
strength of the storm, then located
190 miles south of Cape Hatteras,
N.C., would depend on whether it
remained over water or moved inland. Hurricanes tend to lose
strength rapidly as they leave open
water.
Gloria's peak winds remained at
130 mph, but the storm's forward
motion increased to 20 mph, which
could make it more dangerous officials said.
As of6 p.m., the weather service
predicted a 21 percent probability
that Gloria would go ashore within
65 miles of Portland by 8 a.m.
Saturday. Whatever happens, the
worst of the storm was expected to
be felt in Maine on Friday afternoon and evening.
Deputy meteorologist in charge
of the Portland weather bureau
Brad Ronco said hurricanes that
move into New England historically dealt the worst damage to
southern parts of the region, expending much of their energy
before reaching Maine. He could
not recall a hurricane that struck
Maine head-on.
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan met
Thursday with representatives of
the state National Guard, departments of Transportation and
Marine Resources and was
monitoring
the
storm's
developments, press secretary
David Cheever said.
"He'll bunker down if he needs
to" at civil defense headquarters in
the basement of the State Office
Building in Augusta, Checver said.
That headquarters will be
staffed on a 24-hour basis beginning early Friday morning, said
Bob Malaney, civil defense operations manager.
He said Maine was gearing up
for a potential major natural
disaster for the first time since
January and February 1978, when
back-to-back snowstorms brutalized the Northeast.
"We haven't had much of
anything since that time. We've
been damn lucky," Malaney
said. "But maybe bur luck is running out."
The Coast Guard in Maine and
New Hampshire began moving
ships out to sea on two hours'
notice, said spokesman Pfc. I
Douglass Griffith of the South
Portland station.
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1111UMO AIDS
national paranoia over AIDS," he
said. "Paranoia is wasted energy."
In New Ibrk City lag week, according
to Newsweek Sept. 23, 18,000 students
boycotted the school system to protest
a 7-year-old girl from attending classes.
The girl has AIDS.
In Maine Tuesday, Gov. Joseph Brennan appointed a task force to form

policies dealing with similar situations
concerning AIDS and gate institutions.
In addition, said the Newsweek article, people are irrationally frightened to
give blood, although one cannot contract the disease by donating.
"Our blood donations have decreased," said Mary D'Alessandro,
manager of donor resources at the Red
Cross Blood Program in Bangor.

by Berke Breathed
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In fact, she said. the Red Cross had
to appeal to the media and the public for
more blood two weeks ago.
D'Alessandro said she couldn't blame
the shortage on the AIDS scare because
donations are historically low this time
of the year.
However,she noted that this shortage
is more than usual.
"People don't have the knowledge or
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(continued from page 1)
they just don't believe it," said Wood.
He said there is still a "vague uncertainty" about the disease.
He also said the mortality rate of the
disease is frightening. "Sixty to 80 percent of these people are going to die."
Dr. Bruce Denny-Brown, of Internal
Medicine and Infectious Diseases at
Eastern Maine Medical Center, said the
number of cases incitases each year,
almost doubling every 10 months.

I Classifieds
LOST: small, black, mixed puppy named
TWEETY. No mllar. Disapeared in the
Stillwater Apts. vicinity. OWNER EXTREMELY HEARTBROKEN. Reward!
CALL:

866-3995.

Help Wanted: Campus Corner. Work-Study.
Call Karen at 827-2708.
LOST OR REMOVED FROM MY CAR:
coal black mix puppy. 8 weeks old with a
bandana on her neck. REWARD! CALL:

Doonesbury

BY GARRY 1RUDEAU

827-8443. Ask for Liz.
FOUND:'lin & white female cat. She has

AFRAID SO. NI5
LOHOLZ IVEGAPVE
ACT /5 REALLY
OW. /T5 SO. 50
PRE-GRENADA

a pearl collar. Found in South Stevens
hall.Call Steve at 581-1890, & 947-3296.
1978 VW Dasher, Bronze, radio, new
struts, muffler, tires, sunroof. Great commuter car, 27-33 mpg, very clean, excellent condition, asking $1,800. Call
after 5 p.m., 942-7516.
SAVE MONEY. Write your own pmiessional
resume with line-by-line instruction kit. To
receive send 115 to SECRETARY, 13 Old
Landing,

Durham,

NH

03824
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UMO Orchestra
Holding Auditions

Ear

by Eric Wk
Staff Write
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7 Oak St., Orono - 866-7711

TAILGATE SPECIALS
Michelob
and Michelob Light

$3.47
plus tax & dep.

6 pack/12 oz.

NEW
White Mountain Wine Cooler

$3.79
plus tax & dep

6 pack

Miller & Miller pte

$5.89
plus tax & dep.

12 pack/12 oz. cans

Lowenbrau Zurich

$11.25
plus tax 8, dep.

5 liter keg

VCR and Tape Rentals
Sunday - Thursday

VCR & 2 movies - $10.00/night
Friday & Saturday night

$9.99 VCR & $2.50/tape
3 or more tapes $2.00 each

The University of Maine at Orono Orchestra,
under the direction of Assistant Professor Dr.
John Brawand, is holding auditions to secure
additional trumpet, French horn and string
players. The UMO Orchestra is primarily a
student organization which presents
orchestral concerts and concerts
accompanying the UMO choral and drama
organizations.
An audition will be required that is to consist of:
1. A fast movement and
2. A slow movement of a concerto.
3. An grchestra excerpt available in Lord Hall.
4. Sight reading.

UMO musicians as well
as area musicians
invited to audition. If interested, please
contact Dr. Brawand at
175 Lord Hall,
(207)581-1254.
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Earthquakes: Forces of destruction and death
by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer

ing one side moves in one direction
sideways and the other side moves in the
other direction — or vertical, where one
side moves up and the other moves
The earth shook last Friday. Literally.
down.
It happened in Mexico, with no prior
warning. One moment, Mexico City was
On the surface, Decker says, faults apa sprawling city going about its business;
pear as sharp ridges or "walls" of rock,
the next, it was a mass of death and
such as the San Andreas Fault in
destruction. Thousands were killed, California.
thousands more injured, and many are
A prominent feature of an earthquake
still missing.
is the destruction it can cause, ranging
Witness the power of the earthquake.
from structural damage (as was widely
Just what is an earthquake? Scientists evident in Mexico City) to the possibili-,
have yet to come up with a sure-fire ty of tsunamis, or very powerful and exdefinition of this natural phenomenon,
tremely fast-moving waves caused by a
though they have the data and observaquake. They are more commonly refertions to make some conclusions.
red to as tidal waves, though they have
First of all is the theory that earthno relation whatsoever to tides.
quakes are tectonic — that is, caused by
Tsunamis are rarely observed at sea
ever-shifting continental plates located because they do not achieve any height
below the earth's surface. The surface of until reaching land. Upon encountering
the earth is made up of these plates, and
the shoreline, they slow down and
where they meet is where earthquakes
pressure builds up behind them, causing
seem to occur most frequently.
them to increase in size.
An example of this is the circum;
Tsunamis have achieved speeds of
Pacific zone, also known as the "Ring
close
to 450 mph and have at times
of Fire." It extends up the Pacific
reached
as high as 90 feet, as was recoasts of South, Central and North
America, out along the Aleutian Islands corded in Japan
As for damage inflicted on land,
and back down through Russia, Japan
and the South Pacific. Along the edge Decker says,"The devastation that often
of this plate, close to 90 percent of the occurs is not an immediate effect of the
earth's largest earthquakes have earthquake."
Much of the damage, he says, is
occurred.
A second zone is known as the Mid- caused after the quake — but still a
Atlantic Rift, which divides the ocean in direct result of the quake — by such
two. A third zone — also the source of things as ruptured gas and water lines,
a number of killer earthquakes — passes weakened building construction and fire.
through the Mediterranean, the Middle
Decker says much death and destrucEast, around the tip of India and into tion in earthquakes can be either
Indonesia.
avoided or decreased considerably
These plates "are moving in relation through improved preventive measures
to each other so that stress builds up," such as "earthquake-proof" buildings
says Ed Decker, a UMO professor of and civil defense plans.
geological sciences. 'When stress exAlthough "there is no infallible inceeds strength," that extra stress has dicator of an imminent earthquake,"
to be released. In some instances, an Decker said, the U.S. Geological Survey
earthquake is that release.
as well as the Japanese, Russians and
The rifts between these plates are especially the Chinese "are devoting
known as faults. Says Decker, fault tremendous amounts oftime and effort"
movement can be horizontal — mean- into earthquake prediction techniques.

And in Mexico, the dead are still being counted.
Material not otherwise attributed in

Mexican earthquake
one of worst in history

by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer

The Mexican earthquake, which
measured 8.1 on the Richter Scale
and caused more than 3,000
deaths, may go down as one of the
worst in history. Others which
share that honor include:
•Jan. 24, 1556: Shensi Province,
China. The deadliest quake in
history, not recorded on a Richter
Scale, killed approximately 830,000
people.
* April 18, 1906: San Francisco.
The quake measured at 8.3 and accompanied by a fire, razed approximately four square miles of the city, causing S250-300 million in
damage and killing 452 people.
• Dec. 28, 1908: Messina, Italy.
Richter reading of 7.5, 85,000
killed.
•Dec. 16 1920: Kansu Province,
China. Richter reading of 8.6,
200,000. killed.
•Sept. 1, 1923: Japan. One third
of lbkyo was destroyed, as was
most of Yokohama, by a quake
measuring 8.3. 99,330 were killed.
• Jan. 24, 1939: Chile. The
quake, measuring 8.3, affected
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50,000 square miles and killed
28,000.
• March 27, 1964: Alaska. The
strongest quake to hit North
America left 117 people dead,
reached a reading of 8.5, caused
$500 million to 750 million
damage and created a 50-foot-tall
tsunami that traveled 8,445 miles
at a top speed of 450 mph.
• May 31, 1970: Peru. Measuring 7.4, the quake left 50,000 dead
and another 17,000 missing.
• Feb 4, 1976: Guatemala.
Richter reading of 7.5, and more
than 23,000 dead.
• July 28, 1976: 'Tangshan,
China. A 20-square-mile area of
the city was devastated by a quake
measuring 8.2, killing an estimated
800,000.
• Sept 16 1978: Tabas, Iran. The
city was destroyed by a quake
measuring 7.7 and leaving 25,000
dead.
• Oct. 30, 1983: Turkey. 44
villages were destroyed by a quake
measuring 7.1 and killing 1,223.
Information gathered from the
Information Please Almanac of
1985 and the World Almanac of
1985.
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this article obtained from the book
Earthquakes and Earth Structure, by
John H. Hodgson, and from the Encyclopedia Brittanica.
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Take a chance! The Student Alumni
Association offers you a fantastic opportunity to win a 6-foot BEAR!! Look for our
booth on the Mall during Parents and Friends
Weekend. The BEAR will be there, too! He'cl
make a great mascot!
Come by and check it out! Tickets are $1
each or six for $5.
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What a Bear-gain!!
UMO Student Alumni
Association
"Students helping students ... past,
present and future."
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GSS elections take place despite difficulties
by Rick Laves
Staff Writer
Thursday's scheduled General Student
Senate went off as planned despite difficulties preceding the election with
violations of Fair Election Practices
Commission guidelines.
Ninety candidates were vying for the
55 available senate seats, whkh will meet
Iliesday night for the first time this
academic year.
The counting of the votes is presently
scheduled to take place Saturday.
led Niblett, FEPC chairman, said he
had only received one additional complaint by 2 p.m. Thursday, stating that
there was no room for write-in votes on
the ballot for off-campus senators.
However, Mike Nordman, a candidate
for off-campus senator who had been
monitoring the polling station in the
Memorial Union, said he knew of two
violations that had been occuring.
Nordman said until 12:15 p.m., the

people manning the ballot bcr.es had not
been checking student identification
cards when students came to vote, a
violation of FEPC rules.
Bob Russell, who manned the Union
ballot box from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m., said
"about 10 people stopped by" before he
was told he had to check IDs. He said
he did not check IDs before he was told.
Niblett said, "They (poll monitors)
were all instructed to check IDs. I can't
be in all places at once (to see if they
are)."
Nordman also said there was no crossreferencing of voters between the Union
and Lengyel Gym, where off-campus,
graduate and fraternity senators could
vote.
Russell said he had no contact with
Lengyel or any other polling station.
"They could vote at every station on
campus and we wouldn't know about
it," Russell said.
Niblett said they would deal with any
repeat voters after the elections. He said

he tried to set up both a two-way radio be a good idea to pay them," Niblett
system as well as a phone link between said. He said the money would come
the Union and Lengyel but neither were from the FEPC budget.
Russell said he was not getting paid.
possible.
"I wish they'd tell me where they're
"What we're doing is going on good
faith. Most people who are going to vote getting paid so I can go there right
aren't going to take the trouble to walk now," Russell said.
the distance between the two buildings
Russell said he was contacted by his
to vote twice," Niblett said.
fraternity president, Don Marden of Phi
Niblett said as of 1:45 p.m., the voter Gamma Delta, to monitor the ballot
turnout at Lengyel had been "terri- box.
Niblett said he thought turnout was
ble," with less than 20 students voting.
"It (cross-referencing) could definite- good despite an error in an advertisely have been a problem had we had a ment in The Daily M-ine Campus that
greater turnout," Niblett said.
said off-campus, fraternity and graduate
Niblett said all of the polling stations voting would be only at Lengyel, and
were adequately manned, a complaint despite the fact he had planned to hold
filed yesterday by a number of off- the voting in the Hauck Auditorium,
campus candidates. He said he and Paul which is being used for a plant sale.
"That caught me flat-footed (that
Conway, student government president,
had worked up a list and that he had Hauck lobby was unavailable),"
contacted each one to develop a Niblett said. "I had reserved the space
schedule. He said the monitors he con- a week-and-a-half ago. I sort of wish the
scheduling office had gotten in touch
tacted woukl be getting paid.
"It was unsolicited. I thought it would with me."

Art department secures new safety equipment
by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
After a three-year struggle to obtain
funding, S35,000 worth of new safety
equipment was recently installed for the
UMO art department and is working
well:students and department members
said Thursday.
There were three areas where the
money was spern in Carnegie Hall, including an acid room used for developing prints, said department chairman
Ronald Ghiz.
Also renovated was the printing room,
which has new ventilators over the
counter to to immediately remove toxic fumes cleated from solvents used in

the printing process, said Jim Linehan,
associate professor of art. The third
renovated area is the painting studio
which has a rrw ventilation system
designed to ventilate the entire room,
Ghiz said.
The project began early in the summer and is almost complete A fan has
not yet been delivered for the painting
studio and a new floor will be put in the
printing room over Christmas break to
avoid disturbing classes, said Thomas
Cole, director of facilities management.
The project budget n $35,000, which
will not be exceeded, Cole said, and the
project may end up costing less than that
amount.

The art department had fans and exhaust systems in the windows, Ghiz said,
but they were inefficient and needed to
be replaced.
Ghiz said it has been known that new
safety equipment was needed in the
department and the problem getting it
was strictly financial.
Funding was finally secured through
the physical plant for the safety renovations, he said.
Linehan said the rooms were also
cleaned, painted and repaired.
"It's impossible to make prints in a
room that's dirty," Linehan said.
After the new equipment was installed Linehan said he and some of his

students painted the tables, built shelves
and counter to, and made the room
more organized.
Linehan said the old equipment was
"extremely dangerous" but that this is
common in art schools all over the
country.
The equipment now in the art department is the kind that is used in science
labs and is top quality he said.
"This ends up making this etching
room one of the safest in the country," Linehan said. "I think it is good
that art facilities are keeping pace with
science facilities. The administration
responded well to the problem."

Attention Readers!

AIM HIGH
FOR THE CHALLENGE
YOU WANT...
THE REWARDS
YOU DESERVE

Challenge without reward is incomplete. Air
Force ROTC offers both. You'll receive leadership
and management_ training, and alter graduation
you'll be an Air Force second lieutenant.
You may be eligible for 2 through 4-year scholarships which pay tuition, books, lab fees and $100
tax-free each academic month.
Look into your future as an Air Force officer.
Challenges ... and rewards for a career with pride
and commitment. Contact: cAPT SUAREZ (ROTC)
581-1381
SENIORS FOR OTS:
MSGT KAST (603) 868-7266 (collect)

\4,

AIR FORCE
ROTC
Gateway to a great way of tite

.r

If you haw something on your mind and would like to
express it for theTbenefit of others — write. The Daily
Maine Campus welcomes your letters to the editor — so
send them in!

BENJAMIN'S
123 Franklin St., Bangor

Across from
Public Library

PARENT'S WEEKEND
Dining Room Is Serving:
Friday: 5-10
Saturday: 3-10
GOURMET BUFFET $8.95
(All You Can Eat!)
8 oz. SIRLOIN STEAK $5.95
Includes Garden Salad and choice of Baked
Potato, Rice Pilaf or Steak Fries.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL: 942-7492
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by Jessica Lowell
Staff Writer
The earthquakes have passed and the
cleanup process has begun, but for one
UMO student, the uncertainty remains.
Gladys Dutton, a freshman residing in
Colvin Hall, is from Mexico City where
her parents, three brothers and a sister
live. She said she has not heard from
them since before the earthquakes shook
Mexico Sept. 19 and 20.
"I have tried calling directly, I have
tried the hot lines that have been set up,
but it is impossible,"she said. "I cannot get through."
Dutton said Thesday she tried to get

information through the U.S. State
Department, but was told nothing could
be done unless her family was American.
She said that she had not yet tried to
contact the Mexican Embassy.
"They are probably very busy there,
but it is worth a try," she said.
Ruth Barry, an international student
advisor at UMO said she had been in
contact with Glen Baxter, a ham radio
operator from the Belgrade Lakes
region. "I spoke with him on the phone
Tuesday night for about 20 minutes,"
Barry said. "He had me plugged into a
direct frequency with Mexico City, but
it faded out."

Barry said she was able to get through
Wednesday to the Mexican Embassy in
Washington D.C. The embassy reported
there had been no damage to the area of
Mexico City where her patents live, or
in the downtown area where one of her
brothers lives, she said.
Baxter was abie to get through on the
telephone number he was gisen for Dutton's parents, said Barry. Telephone service to Mexico City is now operational,
but there was no answer, Barry said.
Dutton is a native of Mexico. She said
she has been in the United States for
about a year and has not heard from her
family in about two months.

"I was in Alabama last yeer and South
Dakota the year before that on exchange
programs. Before I came up here for
school I was in New Jersey for the summer," she said. Dutton could not be
reached for further comment late
Wednesday.
Terri Gallant, resident director of Colvin Hall said Dutton has been "very concerned and very worried," but has
been going to classes and carrying on
with her normal life.
James Troiano, associate professor of
Spanish saki that UMO is not currently
affiliated with any foreign exchange programs with Mexico.

After the committee makes a decision dorm. If the rates went up the next year,
on a particular subject, the recommen- theirs would stay at the same level
dation is given to H. Ross Moriarty throughout their years
in college,"
(director of Residential Life), who can Stone said.
either approve or disapprove Stone said.
According to Stone, "No action was
Most of the committee's recommen- taken on this because room and board
dations are accepted, Stone said, and
didn't go up this year." Stone said this
those which are not for specific reasons, recommendation would continue to be
go back to the committee to be clarified, looked at.
he said.
Moriarty said the committee's recomStone said some recommendations the mendations "generally give me a plan for
committee made last year include chang- —the following year, because some
ing the price of replacing a worn- out changes would require notifying
meal ticket from full price to half price; students, for example the recommendachanging the wording of the room policy tion last year that Colvin Hall go
on double rooms converting to singles; coed."
and changing the drinking age references
Barbara Smith, who co-chairs the
to "the legal drinking age for the State committee with
Stone, said the commitof Maine."
tee has "been fairly responsive to
One of the more significant recom- students' needs and concerns. Students
mendations the committee made was "a on the committee have looked at the
system whereby room and board rates issues pretty seriously."
would freeze for someone entering the
One problem the committee has is that

the "students forget we exist," Smith
said. According to Smith, "We try to
make ourselves as visible as we can so
students can let us know what they really want."
Smith said the committee is always
looking for better ways to communicate
with students. "It would be wonderful
if we had a student who wanted to chair
the committee," she said.
The advisory committee meetings are
"always open to anyone who wants to
come," Smith said. The committee
will begin to meet once a week on a
regular basis soon, Smith said.

Residential Life
i panel holds first
i
meeting Friday
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
The Residential Life Advisory Committee, responsible for making recommendations on issues concerning student
life, will hold its first meeting Friday.
Greg Stone, director of York Complex,
said the committee is comprised of 12
students (two from each complex), one
resident assistant, one student seivices
representative, two faculty members, one
resident director and one complex director. According to Stone, the meeting is
tentatively scheduled for Friday at 12
p.m. in the York Complex private dining room.
Stone explained that the committee
will "go through the whole book ( of
rules and regulations) page by page, and
the room and board contracts, and
clarify certain things, as well as deal with
particular issues dealing with Residential Life that might come up," he said.
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One rape case reported to UMO police
by Dawn Daigle
Staff Writer

by the Maine Criminal Justice Academy
of Waterville and is an instructor for a
rape awareness program at UMO.

Although rumors abound about an
unusually high rate of rapes at UMO,the
assistant director of police and safety
said Wednesday that only one has been
reported to campus police so far this
semester.
William Prosser said, "One case has
been reported but it is still under investigation (by the campus police).
"There may have been more that I
don't know about because they haven't
been reported," he said.
There are two broad categories of
rape, Prosser said: the type of rape in
which the attacker is not known to the
victim and takes the victim completely
off guard; and so-called "acquaintance"
or "date" rape, in which case the attacker
is someone the victim knows.
Prosser said that, to his knowledge,
there have not been any instances of the
first category of rape at UMO. But these
are the kinds of rapes that campus police
can do something about.
It is not uncommon for attackers in
these instances to repeat the offense in
the same manner and location. When
this happens police can attempt to "set
up" the rapist, based on what patterns
have been established in previous
attacks.
Prosser said, "We would utilize all of
our resources behind such an operation.
But we won't have this on our campus,"
Laurie Houston, who has been a
member of the campus police department for seven years, has received special
training on the subject of rape. Houston
has attended seminars on rape sponsored

Houston said she is not aware of any
rapes this semester other than the one
that was reported. "We get hardly any
reports of rapes," she said.
When asked how many rapes had occurred on campus so far this year,
Residential Life Director H. Ross

Moriarty said he had "no lcnowlege of
any (rapes) other than the one that was
reported to the campus police."
Moriarty said there may have been incidents that were not reported, but the
Residential Life office has no information on such cases.
Cutler Health Center Director Dr.
George Wood said, "The only rape I
know of is the one that was reported to
the campus police."

SHIRT FACTORY
OUTLET
better quality
name brands
better range
of sizes
at better
savings
up to

50%

BALLROOM DANCE LESSONS
ballroom dancing is back!
Would you really like to learn to dance? You can, you know. You may say, "Why
learn to dance? There isn't a place large enough to really enjoy dancing, nor
a place with the right kind of music: Now there is! Every Saturday night, beginning in October. Good dancing develops confidence, poise, goodposture, brings
out your personality and overcomes shyness.
As an Arthur Murray dance instructor and supervisor, I received the best training available. I've performed exhibitions in night clubs, and on tour-occasions
appeared on the Arthur Murray Dance Show. So, come and learn to do the Fox
Trot, Waltz, Swing, Tango, Rumba, Samba, and Cha-Cha
1. All lessons are 11
/
2 hours long.
2. Courses are 10 weeks (10 lessons)
3. Day classes anytime between 9 a.m and 5 p.m.
a. $20.00 total any size class up to 10 couples
at my studio
b. $30.00 total any size class (no limit) at the
University location.
4. Evening classes (my studio only) $50.00 total
charge--any size not exceeding 10 couples.

call Kempton Ballroom Dance Studio
at 942-7072 or 942-5781.
27 Broad St., Bangor

RUGBY SHIRTS
Chaps
by
Ralph Lauren

$21.00
save $9.00
BIG AND TALL
Gant Shirts
slight irregulars

$16.50
neck sizes to 20"
sleeve lengths to 38"

CAra/V,
iffabl'a
SHIRT FACTORY
OUTLET
659 HOGAN ROAD
MAINE SQUARE
BANGOR. MAINE 04401
Tel, 947-1280
Open Sundays
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FROM THE TOP

Editorial

Doug Ireland

Broadcast overkill

H

earing a lot of news is great, but
sometimes broadcast stations tend to
overdo news updates.
In the morning, most radio stations have the
news every half-hour or at least every hour.
True, everyone is waking up at different times,
but for the benefit of those people who are
listening for more than a short period of time, it
would be nice to get coverage of a wider range of
stories.
Sometimes it seems as though the news
broadcaster is trying to frighten the public rather
than inform it.
For example, take Hurricane Gloria. It was fine
when "Star Trek" was interrupted Thursday
evening so that viewers could be told that the
hurricane watch was extended all the way up the
east coast to Eastport. It is interrupting a television
program to tell viewers that the situation has not
changed that is really annoying.
The public should get to hear news that is new,
or that is at least a moderately changed update of
the situation.
The Mexico City earthquake is another good
example. Although most of the information that
broadcasts were providing was worthy of mention,
and a lot of it was even worthy of repetition, it
was not necessary to continually repeat that First

Brain death

Lady Nancy Reagan was going to take a tour of
the disaster area.
A day or two before Nancy's trip, WKSQ-FM,
"KISS 94" in Ellsworth, kept repeating news of the
upcomming trip. After Nancy returned, listeners
were repeatedly told what Nancy thought of the
sights she witnessed in Mexico.
Going a bit farther back in time, audiences of
both radio and television news were bombarded
with blow-by-blow descriptions of Pete Rose's
attempt to beat ljr Cobb's record. Did it ever occur
to newscasters that some people just do not care
enough about these events to want such detailed
descriptions?
It seems that if broadcasters have so little time
allotted th thent for news, they should consider
repeating the same stories less often.
One possibility is that radio stations that
broadcast news every half hour could stick to
having the repeats only every hour or two. That
way they could provide two or four times as much
news with out driving listeners crazy.
The job of the media should be to give as much
news As possible, without boring the audience and
without subjecting the audience to news reruns.
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Brain death. It's something we are all
familiar with. Why? Because no one
gives us any choice.
As college students and employees, we
all experience this inevitable
phenomenon called brain death.
Especially when that first round of
prelims rolls around.
When most people think of brain
death, they think of a woman named
Karen Ann Quinlan and her coma which
lasted around 10 years.
People also tend to think of its most
well-known meaning, or what Webster's
Dictionary defines as "a condition in
which all functions of the brain are
determined to- have- irreversibly
ceased."
Well, even though Atbster's big blue
book rarely lies, I have my own definition of brain death.
So let's take it from the top.
Brain death is something that makes
you forget what day it is, where you live
and even what the opposite sex looks
like. Especially after spending from _Z
p.m. to 1 a.m. banging out newsprint
and hacking up stories in the basement
of Lord Hall, surrounded by concrete
walls and stagnant air.
Brain death is what makes your skull
feel like a sphere of soggy, rotting
hamburger.
It's also long sleepless nights and nine
straight days of eating stale potato chips
and Life cereal at every meal.
Yes, this funny thing called brain
death. It's what gives you bloodshot eyes
and slurred speech — without even spending an evening at Orono's finest, and
ever so few, watering holes.
It makes a person yearn for home.
Brain death is what suddenly makes
you experience feelings of joy as you
realize that finally, after all the work you
have done, it is time for October break.
The only problem is that October break
is three weeks away.
There is no justice.
Brain death is what makes you suddenly laugh and smile without a reason
— even when you're unhappy I think it's
a condition they call insanity.
- Brain death is what suddenly makes
you feel like you have blown a fuse, pulled the plug, or gained loose parts in your
head.
I gotta get out of this place.
Brain death is what causes you to start
talking to things. Things that even seem
to talk back when they're not alive in the
first place.
Brain death is talking to everyone and
anyone on the street, no matter what
their last name is. Where's that bottle?
Its gotta be here somewhere. Brain death
is staring blankly into someone's eyes —
only to eventually discover they've been
talking to you for-the Iast rive minutes.
There's no hope left.
Brain death is what you get being city editor of The Daily Maine Campus
with 18 credits, and responsibility for 15
reporters, several copy editors and dealing with editorial staff members also
battling_burnout.
There is only one solution: your new
7 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift_ Goodbye
newsroom, hello Ellsworth
Doug Ireland is a senior journalism
major from So. Burlington, Vt.
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Heritage passed on

I he Mame Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
conunentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open ktters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserates the
right to edit letters and cornmentanes
for length, taste and libei

In response to the recent letters to the editor concernng
bands in Maine, it is obvious
that we are detding with a largely opinionated subject; band
selection.
It's a funny thing that the
first people that think they have
figured the game out are those
on the sidelines.
I put forward this challenge
to students to show some real
concern and become directly in-

To the editor:

volved in the SEA organization.
Weekly meetings are held at
6:30 p.m., NAtdnesday nights in
the SEA office, 3rd floor of the
Memorial Union starting Oct.
2.
Idle ridicule will do none of
us any good. The SEA
organization is comprised of
students, for the students, and
only works if we all make an effort to get involved.
Steven Walsh
SEA President
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The Daily Maine Campus welcomes
letters from any source — unless you
write how do we know what you're
thinking. Every letter must be accompanied by a name, address and
telephone number for verification —
anonymity will be protected if so
desired but only if the letter can be
verified.
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Commentary

A unique phenomenon occured on the university campus
last Friday evening. People of
all
ages
and
diverse
backgrounds from this state
were brought together to bear
witness to a part of their
heritage. A heritage not forgotten, but one that will be passed
on from the elders, who made
it their life, to the youth, who
will make it their history. "From
Stump to Ship,"
documentary made in the 1930s
by Alfred Ames, a film which
has been deteriorating for over
40 years, was discovered and
brought to life by those who
desired to savor and visually
recreate the logging industry in
Maine. This documentary will
serve as a visual medium for the
men and women who once
made logging their ife and now
make it part of their heritage.
More people came to Hauck
Auditorium to view the two
showings of "From Stump to
Ship" than those who listened

to the Democratic presidential
candidate Senator Gary Hart.
Before one could enter the
auditorium, pine trees, molasses
cookies, apple cider and two
fiddlers created an atmosphere
which might have brought those
"older folks" back in time. Having little prior knowledge of the
long logging operations in
Maine wasn't a handicap for
myself or other young people
who saw the show. it was educationally entertaining.
The creators of the presentation, namely Henry Nevison,
UMO radio and television producer and the shows executive
producer; Karen Sheldon and
David VVeiss, producers; David
Smith professor of History,
Richard Judd, assistant professor of History, Sandy Ives,
professor of folklore and director of the Northeast Archives of
Folklore and Oral History,
Jonathan llinkel, assistant professor of communications, Tim
Sample, Maine humorist and
narrator, Albert Pelletier and
Bill Schubeck, who performed

the "music of the woods,"
Alice Fuller, who donated the
film and orginal script to the
university's library special collection and wife of Rufus Fuller,
Alfred Arnes's nephew, Bernie
Roscetti, MPBN station
manager and master of
ceremonies, Bangor Historical
Society, Penobscot Maritime
Museum,student ushers of the
UMO Forestry Club, Maine
Humanities council, and the
University of Maine should be
commended for their efforts to
preserve this "Downeast"
heritage.
"Knowing that the long
lumbering industry in Maine
was a thing of the past, in 1930
I purchased a moving picture
camera to make record of the
long limbering operations on
the river," said Alfred Ames.
His foresight has enabled the
people of Maine to proudly
savor a "home-grown" heritage.

Peter M. Gray
Old lbwn, Me.

Fraternities disadvantaged
lb the editor:
The apportionment for the
fraternity constituency does not
accurately reflect membership.
According to FEPC guidelines
and Student Government bylaws, a census of students will
take place within two weeks of
senate elections. This would
mean all constituencies be
recorded at peak enrollment.
One constituency has been

overlooked, that of the fraternities. The timeliness of apportionment measures fraternities
at their absolutely lowest level,
putting us at a great disadvantage. Rush has just started and
pledging will not begin for
several weeks. As of right now,
there are several openings in
each fraternity house due to last
semesters graduating class.
Fraternity enrollment will not
peak until well into next
semester. If FEPC wishes to

census students at rock-bottom
levels, which was done to the
fraternities, I propose a tally of
membership to take place on
June 23, before enrollment for
all constituencies increase.
There are several reasons why
fraternities cannot be shoved
under the same roof with the
rest of the senate constituencies,
this is one of them
Mark G Morrison
Alpha Thu Omega

Marc Larrivee

The summit, Star Wars and fear
The nearer we approach the summit this
November between Ronald Reagan and Mikhail
Gorbachev, the louder grows the din of rhetoric
from Washington. In late July when Gorbachev announced a unilateral moratorium on testing of
nuclear weapons, he asked the United States to
follow his lead. However, the response from Reagan
was negative: claiming such a proposal was purely
a propaganda ploy, and instead offered to let Soviet
official be present at a U.S test.
On Aug. 21 the government released information
that the KGB has been using "spy dust" on
Americans in the Soviet Union in order to monitor
their movements. The rationale for announcing such
information at this critical time was that the dust
possibly may contain cancer-causing agents and
diplomats and their families should be alerted to the
health risk. But this did not explain the fact why
U.S. intelligence, who had been aware of this information for months (maybe as long as a year), felt
no necessity to call any press conferences before.
Furthermore,since the moratorium on testing of
anti-satellite weapons ran out March 1 of this year,
Reagan decided to schedue a test earlier this month
which prompted the Soviets to threaten to lift their

self-imposed moratorium of ASAT testing (in effect
upper-hand ("Peace Through Strength"), but is on
since 1982).0n Sept. 13 the ASAT test went off
an all-out attempt to kill the summit. They are
without a hitch 300 miles above the Earth, destroyalways telling us to limit out expectations.
ing a still operational U.S. satellite at the taxpayers'
Of course the most significant part of the camexpense. Consistently the administration points to
paing is Reagan's absolute denial to move on Star
Wars. This "defensive" system, expected to cost as
the archaic Soviet system all ready in existence to
justify the test — internally the Pentagon sees it as
much as $24.2 billion over the next five years, is in
no threat, especially considering it's currently not
direct conflict with the ABM Treaty, which
deployed_ Also, experts say the test while not only
specifically outlaws developement and testing of
helpful to anti-satellite development, was in additon
space deployed weaponry. Although, according to
designed to test a component of the Strategic
Robert C. McFarlane, national security adviser, the
Defense Initiative(Star Wars)—blatant breach of the
wording of the treaty permits research like what is
anti-ballistic missile treaty(ABM Treaty)signed into
going on in New Mexico. Does this mean they're
effect in 1972.
planning to spend billions of dollars to develop it
Not to mention the Star Wars test which took
and when the time comes to test it in space, they
place at the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexwon't?
ico on Sept. 6 in which a large high-powered laser
In reality what Reagan wants in Star Wars, is that
blew apart a stationary nuclear missile.
inpenetrable shield, the illusionary security that
As well, just last week(on Sept. 18) at a news consome scientist are willing to say is conceivable.
ference Reagan stood steadfastly by Star Wars,
Defense Secretary Casper Weinberger once said the
knowing full well the Soviet position that no
unilateral Soviet deployment of an effective defensubstantial progress can be made at the summit in
sive system "would be one of the most frightening
Geneva unless the system is put on the table. All this -.things I could imagine"
in the last weeks makes one wonder if the adUnder the same circumstances, what does he exministration is not just posturing to try to gain the
pect the Soviets to feel?
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New York City prepares for Hurricane Gloria
NEW YORK(AP) — Squatters were
rousted, trash cans were taken off the
streets and the statue of Liberty's old
torch was moved indoors Thursday as
New York braced for the unwelcome embrace of Hurricane Gloria.
The hurricane had a chance to
become the first this century to smash
with full force into the heart of the nation's most populous metropolitan a,ea.

The National Atather Service posted
watch for the New York area
hurricane
a
at 3 p.m., and said that would be upgraded to a warning if the storm continued to swirl up the coast.
The service gave the storm a 25 percent chance of passing within 65 miles
of the city Friday, and a 17 percent
chance of passing that close to the east
end of Long Island.

At 3 p.m., the eye of the 300-mile-wide
hurricane was about 240 miles south of
Cape Hatteras, N.C., moving northnorthwest at 15 to 20 mph.
The probability of the storm hitting
New York increased 10 percent Thursday
"because the storm's stayed on course,
and it's closer to New York than it was
Wednesday,” said Edward Yandrich of
the National Weather Service in

Manhattan.
He said it appeared the storm would
take one of three courses: inland to the
west of the city, losing its strength as it
passed over land; out to sea east of the
city; or along the coast, maintaining its
strength and heading directly through
New York City.
The latter would be the most destructive path, Yandrick said.
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Tunisia breaks diplomatic relations with Libya
TUNIS, Tunisia(AP)— limisia broke
diplomatic relations with Libya on
Thursday, after expelling four libyan
diplomats and accusing Moarnmar
Khadafy's regime of sending letter
bombs to Tunisian journalists, officials
reported.
The government also had suspended
air service between the neighboring
North African countries, said the of-

Help
Your
I"leait

ficials, who refused to be identified in
accordance with policy. Libya denied the
charges.
Tensions have grown since August,
when Libya expelled the first of an
estimated 30,000 Tunisian workers.
The ihnisian officials said several letter bombs addressed to journalists had
been found and one exploded in a Tinis
post office Wednesdas causing severe

American
Heart

VIPAssociaV

eye injuries to a postal employee.
Another exploded Thursday while a
postman was making his rounds in the
city's old quarter, but no one was injured, they said.
Tunisia previously froze commercial
relations with Libya and accused several
times to retaliate for what they called a
"campaign of lies" by Thnisian
newspapers

*

Friday, September 27

LIVE
WZON
BROADCASIT
103 Park Street - (Formerly Time Out)
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday - 7 p.m. to 12:15 a.m.
0

Police heal
riot incident
rock-throwin

Military alerts have been reported in
both coutries.
Timisia suffers from high unemployment and has accused Libya of expelling the workers to undermine its
economy. Libya says they were expelled
for domestic economic reasons.
The United States, France and Egypt
have warned Libya not to interfere in
Tunisian affairs.
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Study says elderly kicked out
of hospitals too soon
WASHINGTON AP — Thousands of
sick, elderly Americans have been
kicked out of hospitals too soon or given
bad medical treatment because of a
Medicare cost-cutting program, a congressional study said Thursday.
Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa., chairman of
the Senate Special Committee on Aging,
said the study by the panel's staff indicates "seriously ill Medicare patients
are being denied admission to hospitals
or catapulted out of hospital doors
4

MEGABUCKS
Tickets Sold Here!

VCR RENTALS );
$7.50
Cold Wile - Beer • Kegs
Ope' til 11:00 p.m VVeelcinvs
Fri 8. Sot. iii 1 2 p m
Sun. tr1 tO p.m
750 Stdiwater Ave.
877-5504
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prematurely."
The study also said many patients are
not informed or their right to appeal
hospital decisions. It said "a number of
other very serious quality or care issues
are not being addressed at all."
The savings program, established in
October 1983 to save the $71 billion-ayear Medicare program from bankruptcy, requires that hospitals be paid a
predetermined, specific amount for the
care of beneficiaries, depending on the
diagnosis.
Previously, Medicare, the government's health care for the elderly, reimbursed hospitals after treatment based
on reasonable charges.
Dennis Siebert, a HCFA spokesman,
said the agency is concerned about possible program abuses, but has not found
any "systemwide evidence" of premature
discharges.
"We don't think it occurs in tremendous proportions," he said. Nevertheless, the agency moved last June to
improve the enforcement tools of the
contract proups charged with ensuring
problems do no( exist.
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NEED A PLACE TO SAY WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND?
We offer groups for:
*Communication
*Adolescents

FIGHTI
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Remember family or friends with
Special Occasion. Get Well or
Memorial cards
WERE FIGHTING FOR
\OUR LIFE

*Life Transitions
*and many more

Personal Growth and Development Center
Sign up by Sept. 30, 203 Shibles Hall, 581-2499
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American Heart
Association

Open to part-time students and community_Tembers.
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S. African girl charges
police with brutality
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
(AP)— A 17-year-old girl of mixed race
whose face was bruised and swollen said
Thursday that five officers, behaving like
"real animals," beat her for no reason
in a Cape lbwn police station.
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The charges came the day after a
judge barred policemen from assaulting
prisoners in two other Cape Province
cities, Port Elizabeth and Uitenhage,
where other allegations of brutality have
been made during more than a year of
protest against white-minority rule.
Cape ibwn police said they fired on
a crowd from which a gasoline bomb
was thrown at a police station, killing a
15-year-old black youth A policeman in
the Ciskei tribal homeland shot and
killed a black man who was in a
threatening mob, authorities there said.

black men were arrested for "public
violence" in Queenstown in eastern Cape
Province.
Finance minister Barend du Plessis
said in Pretoria that a leading Swiss
banker, Fritz Leutwile4 would help the
goverment renegotiate its foreign debt of
$24 billion and major creditors had
agreed to Leutwiler's role. He is former
governor of the Swiss national bank and
former chairman of the Bank for International Settlements.
Foreign banks have refused to renew
loans to South Africa because of the
continued uprising against apartheid,
the race laws that guarantee privilege for
the nation's 5 million whites and deny
rights to the 24 million blacks. More
than 700 blacks have been killed.
South Africa's currency has plummeted in value during the financial crisis
and the government postponed repayment of principal on the debt until
January.

Police headquarters reported a dozen
riot incidents during the day, mainly
rock-throwing and arson, and said 45

McKernan ends speculation
about gubernatorial plans
AUGUSTA(AP)— US. Rep. John R. Leighton, has announced his candidacy
McKernan on Thursday put to rest any for the Republican nomination. McKerdoubts about whether he will run for
nan, a moderate, said he expects a
governor in 1986, saying he is a can- though fight in the primary against the
didate but will not campaign actively un- conservative Leighton.
til next year.
"I welcome Jock McKernan into the
The two-term Republican conrace," said Leighton, who added that
gressman said in a press release he will
he "will be defending mainstream
not make a formal declaration until
Republican principles and I assume
January because "campaigns have
McKernan
as usual will be defending the
become too long and too costly."
tenets of liberalism government." He
"I think people are sick of long camsaid MclCeman is trying "to table his
paigns and I don't blame them," he
campaign until 1986."
said.
Among the Democrats, Attorney
For months, there has been
General James Tierney, state Sen. G.
widespread speculation that McKernan
William Diamond and David Redmond,
will run.
a former aide to Gov. Joseph E. Bren"I found myself in the position that
nan, have set up exploratory committees.
because of all the interest, I felt I had
At least seven other Democrats are conto let the people who are urging me to
sidering running
run know," Mckernan said.
Brennan, a democrat, is constituOn Monday, Sherry Huber antionally barred from seeking a third
nounced ha candidacy. She served three
terms as a GOP legislator. Porter .term.
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STUDENT & PARENTS VVORSHIP
11 am town Room, UrtIon

NEWS BRIEFS
Brennan proclaims
aturday Muskie day
AUOUSTA (AP) — GOV. Joseph
. Brennan has proclaimed Saturay as Edmund F. Muskie Day in
me.
.
On Saturday, former President
immy Carter is expected to be in
for the dedication of the
uskie'Archiws at the former Maine
overnor and U.S. senator's alma
ater, Bates College.
In issuing his proclamation 'Thursafternoon, Brennan said Muskie
one of the most distinguished
in Maine's history. The prorecalls Muskies work for
to clean up the environment and
service as U.S. secretary of state
der Carter during the Iranian
Mite crisisBrennan says Muskie"has been an
piration tor all Maine citizens, ineed to all Americans."
"I believe proclaiming Edmund S.
uskie Day is in keeping with the
and affection in which Ed
uskie is held by all Maine peosaid Brennan.

AIDS research
money sought
WASHINGTON (AP) — Citing
e growing threat of AIDS, the
ovemment's top health official said
bursday he asked the White House
w approve an additional 55 percent
in federal spending to cornthe deadly disease.
Dr James Q Mason, acting assissecretary for health in the Health
Hinman Services Department,
told a Senate subcommittee he has
ked the Office of Maiagement and
get to approve a $70 million inin tha administration's 1986
udget request for AIDS research.
The increase — the second in two
onths — would bring spending in

CINEMA CENTERS CORP

The Maine Christian Asscc
Tom Chittick. chaplain
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Missile successfully
launched in test
VANENBERG AIR FORCE
BASE, Cailf. (AP) — An unarmed
Minuteman 3 missile was successfully launched in an operational test
Thursday, reaching its target 4,200
miles away in the Pacific Ocean, an
Air Force spokesman said.
The 1:25 a.m. launch was the 111th
in a series of test launches of the
Minuteman 3 weapons system, said
1st U. Tbm Pander.
After a flight of about 30 minutes,
the unarmed re-entry vehicles were
tracked to their targets in the Kwajalein missile mop, Pander said.
The launch culminated more than
three months of work by a task force
from Minot Air Force Base, N.D. The
28-person team followed the missile
through its removal from operational
alert, transportation to Vandenbergand its launch from the base 140 miles
northwest of Los Angeles.

Earthquake reported
in Solomon Islands
WASHINGTON(AP)— A strong
earthquake occurred Friday near
Guadal canal in the Solomon Islarvis.
the U.S. Geological Survey said.
The quake was recorded at a
preliminary magnitude of 6.9 on th
Richter scale, with its epicenter about
1,300 miles northeast of Brisbane,
Australia, said Don Finley,
spokesman for the USCIS.
USGS earthquake monitors in
Golden, Cala, said the tremor occurred at 11:39 p.m EDF' Thursday,
which was 2:39 p.m. Friday in
Solomon Islands,

. WHERE THE MOVIES ARE

---

MATINEES
EVERY
CINEMAS 1-8
DAY!
1-95 IEXIT 49) STILLWATER AVENUE TEL 942-1303,
Back To The Future (PG)
Daily

ien-

YU-

the fiscal year beginning next seek to
about $200 million, more than double the amount President Reagan asked for in his first budget proposal in
February.

9:20
12:30
&50
2nd matinees Sat & Sun 310

Beverly Hills Cop (R)
Daily

Maxie (PG)
Daily

1:40
6:40
2nd matinee 410

Old Town
Auto Sales
578 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town, Maine
827-8249
'73 VW Beetle
'76 Ford Granada
'77 Chrysler Cordoba
'80 Mercury Capri
'80 Chevy Camaro
'80 Citation
'81 Chevy Camaro
'81 Citation
'81 Mercury Lynx
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MANY MORE
TO CHOOSE FROM
50's AND 130's
CARS A SPECIALTY

Daily

Daily

1:20
7:20
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2nd matinee Sat & Sun 3:50

Daily

A View To A Kill (PG)
110
6:15
8:15
2nd matinee Sat I Sun 3:40

CINEMAS 1-4
LENTER

ROUTE 1A 989-3313

Gardian Of Hell (R)
Eves

920
7:00
matinees Sat-Sun 1:40, 3:50
8:50
9:10
matinees Sat-Sun 1:30, 3:40

Eros
.•..........•...

9:10
2nd matinee Sat & Sun 3:30
130
6:30
9:00
2nd matinee Sat &Sun 4:00
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Cocoon (PG 13)
8:30
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8:45
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Rambo (R)
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Invasion USA (R)
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7:00
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Teen Wolf (PG 13)
Eves

1240
7:10
9:30
2nd matinee Sat a Sun 3:20

Agnes Of God (PG 13)
Daily

BREWER
BREWER SHOPPING

9:40

Creator (R)
9:50

St Elmo's Fire (R)
Daily

12:50
7:30
2nd matinee Sat & Sun

MATINEES SAT
SUN • HOLIDAYS

IA - 1117-3251
Invasion USA (R)

Pee Wee's Big Adventure (PG)

6:45
910
matins'' Sat-Sun 1:30

7:00
915
matinee Sat-Sun 1:45
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See our ad In the iangor Daily
News for football p.clai
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by Jon Rumr
Staff Writer

Football team wants to end BU's dominance
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
UMO football coach Buddy Teevens
will try to break an old habit when the
Boston University Terriers venture into
Alumni Stadium to play the Black Bears
in Saturday's 1:05 p.m. game.
The past tour years Itevens has had
the job of preparing the Terriers offer.se
for victory. This time around, the former
BU assistant will be trying to lead UMO
over the Terriers, which have won 12
straight contests over the Black Bears.
Maine's last victory came in 1972.
"It's going to be strange on the other
sideline," leevens's said. "I've known
some of those kids now 'for four years.
They're a great bunch of players.

-

"But, we have to look at it as another
Yankee Conference gaffe. It's a very im- -portant game in that we have to get back
on the right track."
The Black Bears lost their last game

against the Unhersity of Rhode Island
and are 2-1 overall and 0-1 in the YC.
The Terriers have lost both of their
games, a 30-0 defeat to Division I-A

Thking the two defeats in stride, BU
coach Steve Stetson said, "We're not
looking to make any drastic changes.
We've played two very good teams. In the
Wake Forest game our defense did a very
good job. And against UNH,it was vice
versa.

CCS is cui
played Thuri
counted fot '
lost close ma
College, ranke
Bridgeport C

"We've just been working on offense
this week. People get better through
repetition. We made solid improvement
against UNH."

BU will try to rectify its impotent
offense by taking advantage of a UMO
defense that has allowed 884 passing
yards in its first three games. The defense
has only allowed 190 yards rushing.
"They don't look as explosive offensively as I would have thought,"
Teevens said. "They seem a little more
conservative. That surprises me a bit."

U.M.O.
Parents and Students
Come in and enjoy our
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Wake Forest and a 27-13 loss to YC opponent University of New Hampshire.

According to Teevens, who's viewed
the BU films on their two loses,
the
Terriers sluggish offen.se is perculiar for
a team with its depth. BU's offense could
only muster 159 yards against Wake
Forest and 228 against UNH.

The Terriers will be led quarterback
Pat Mancini, who is coming back after
suffering bruised ribs and a concussion
against Wake Forest. He has completed
(see FOOTBALL page 11)

BRUNCH!

COLLEGE PARK

UMO linebackers Steve Costello (47) and Steve Root (4/1), and corner Jay
Davenport (21), in action in last Saturday's loss to URI. (Brown photo)

Field hockey tourney at
UMO Saturday and Sunday
by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer

• Located on Mill Street in Orono

The tournament concludes Sunday
a consolation game at 10:00 a.m.,
and the tournament championship at
12:00 p.m.
"We'd like very much to win one
game," said Black Bear coach Jeri
Waterhouse when asked about her
team's chances. In fact, not only has
Maine failed to defeat a Division I
opponent this season, they have yet to
score against one.

1W Alla. Alla. AIM.

Alai. Alb. Alb. Alb.

New, one-bedroom apartments
near campus, fully furnished to
accommodate two people, on-site
laundry and full basement
for private storage. Located
in a forest setting.

Call:
RI. Realty Management
942-4815
1411P
,14111I 1411I NMI
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The UMO women's field hockey team
will attempt to gain its first victory
against a Division I opponent this Saturday as they kick off the Maine Invitational Tournament with a 10:00 a.m.
contest against the University of Lowell
at Stoddard field.
Following the opening Maine-Lowell
matchup Saturday, the University of
Rhode Island takes on the University.
of of Vermont at 12:00 p.m.

1 Bedroom Apts. Walking
distance to UMO. 9 month
lease $350 plus. For rental
info call 947-1271.

9:00 a.m. through the afternoon
Saturday and Sunday
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ENTERTAINMENT: Friday, Sept. 27 Mario Cavaicanti &
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Soccer goes to BU
Friday, home Sunday
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team is traveling to
Boston to duel Boston University on the
turf at Nickerson Field Friday night.
On Sunday, the Black Bears play host
to Central Connecticut State University
at 1 p.m. behind the Memorial Gym.
After Wednesday's 1-0 loss to Division
III Thomas College at Waterville., the
Black Bears would like to improve their
4-2 season record. The outcome is far
from pact, as the No. 5 ranked Black
Bears face No. 4 BU, which boasts a 3-2
record. BU's only loses have come by the
hands of national Top 10 team University of Connecticut and Army.
CCS is currently 0-4, with a game
played Thursday afternoon not accounted foc The Division II team has
lost close matches to New Hampshire
College, ranked No.6 in Division II, and
Bridgeport College, ranked No. 17.

We have to be prepared mentally."
The BU team is led by forward Mike
Emeralo with six goals and two assists.
He's had three two goal games against
Colgate University, the University of
Vermont and the University of
Massachusetts.
Forward Gary Swenson has three
goals for the ilxriers.
Goalie John Moe has allowed five
into the net for a 1 goal per game
average.
UMO will be experiencing two firsts
and lasts at Boston as the Black Bears
attempt to revenge last season's "worst
defeat," a 3-0 loss at home . It will be
the only game UMO will play on turf
and under the lights.
"We'll have to play very hard and try very
hard," Dyer said. "We've always
Boston."
in
played
well
Injuries could still hamper the Black
Bearshiettack.

The Black Bears are taking the games
one at a time, and according to UMO
—goalie Jeff Spring the BU game is a must,
_win situation.
"It's a must win if we want to keep our

"We still have a number of
injuries," Dyer said. "Fred Franzoni's
knee is better, but isn't expected to play
Friday. There are still three or four other
players with injuries. We're banged up
pretty good and are just going to have
to see what happens."

rankings high in New England,"
Spring said. It's a pretty tough situation.

Ryen Munro prepares for a free kick in Wednesday's 1-0 loss against Thomas
College. It was the Black Bears second shutout of the season. (Valenti photo)
The Black Bears practiced in the field
house on Thursday to get simulated to
the feel of a quicker surface like the turf
they will be playing on Friday.
"On the turf the dimensions are about

the size of a football field," Spring
said. "That's hard for us because we like
to play it on the ground. It's difficult to
keep our style. It's not a plus, but not
a total negative either."

*Football'

(continued from page 10)

9-of-28 passes for 137 yards with one
interception.

"Doug Dorsey, Jim Fox and Lance
Theobald did some nice things."

Mancini's major target will be split
end Bill Brooks, the all-time New
England leader in pass receptions.
Brooks has 13 receptions for 126 yards
this season.

The three UMO backs, in addition to
Todd McAniff, rushed for 143 yards
against URI. The tailback Dorsey, led
the Black Bears with 98 yards.

2)
The Black Bears' offense would like
nothing better than to run the ball as
effectively as BU's previous two
opponents. The BU defense gave up 236
yards to Wake Forest and 200 yards to
UNH's Andre Garron.

tailback, UMO's leading returning
rusher from last season, has slowly seen
action.

this week for his 98-yard performance
against URI.

"He should continue to play more and
more," Teevens said. "He's still learning the system. He'll be returning
kickoffs with Jim Fox Saturday."

Injury update: To injuries were
reported after the URI game. They included flanker Chris Gsell (ankle), questionable; and outside linebacker Steve
Donohue (shoulder), probable. Other
injuries include split end Dan Gordan
(hip), questionable; linebacker Mark
Coutts (mononucleosis), questionable;
tailback Kurt Barnes (thigh) doubtful;
defensive tackle Duane Ellis (knee),
doubtful.

Stetson said he was a little worried
about the UMO offense.
"From what we can tell, Maine has
great potential on offense," Stetson
said. "The quarterback(Bob Wilder) has
a great arm and their running backs are
strong."

THE BEAR FACTS
Maine tailback Doug Dorsey was an
honorable mention selection in the YC

"We're going to throw the football;
Theobald seemed to be the biggest
but we'd like to establish the run like we
did against URI," Teevens said. question in Stetson's mind. The UMO
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OUR LADY OF WISDOM PARISH
NEWMAN CENTER
SPECIAL LITURGIES & RECEPTION

A special showing of
Geiger Classics the Ultimate
in Fashion for Women

FOR
PARENTS

AND FRIENDS

Saturday

4:30PM

Sunday

9:30AM

Sunday 11:30AM
Sunday

6:15PM

"come and celebrate with us"

Friday, Sept. 27 - 4-8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 28
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
A free Geiger Jacket will be given away
to one of the people coming in and
signing up
• •
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SPORTS ABOUND
But against UVM, which beat
Maine 8-1 last year and is just as
strong this season, UMO could
struggle.
Last weekend the Black Bears
lost to the University of New Hamphire by a 7-2 score. UVM lost to
UNH 5-4 earlier this season.

X.0 teams to UVM
The UMO cross country teams
trawl to the University of Vermont
for a pair of duel meets Friday
afternoon.
The undefeated women's team
figures to leave the Green Mountains unscathed as the Black Bears
defeated the Catamounts last year
at UMO 19-47. The men's team,
also undefeated, might find the
going a little tougher as the Black
Bears barely beat UVM 26-32 last
year at UMO.
The UVM women have four of
their top five runners back. The
only loss was No. 4 runner Libby
Briggs. Junior Celeste Leon heads
the list of returnees.
The UVM men's team has only
returned its No. 3 and No. 4 men
from last year. But, in that the
Black Bears only have their No. 3
of last season, Brian Warren
returned, it should be a close meet.

in the fourth inning after colliding
with Omar Moreno as he tried to
cover first base.

Red Sox over Jays
'TORONTO(AP)— Rookie Jeff
Sellers tossed a three-hitter and
Mike Greaiviell, also a rookie,
belted his second two-run homer
in as many games to spark the
Boston Red Sox to a 4-1 victory
over the lbronto Blue Jays in a
baseball game delayed three hours
and 18 minutes at the start by rain.
The loss dropped Tbronto's lead
over the runnerup New York
Yankees to 5 1/2 games in the
American League East. The
Yankees' home game against the
Detroit Tigers was rained out.
Sellers, who won his major
league debut last week against the
Milwaukee Brewers after his contract was purchased from New
Britain of the Double-A Eastern
League, struck out three and walked none. The 21-year-old righthander retired 12 in a row during
one stretch.

Hockey tryouts
The UMO hockey team will be
holding walk-on tryouts for
anyone interested Oct. 2-3. It is
necessary to sign up at the Alfond
Arena hockey office before Oct. 2.

Swift loses to KC
SEATTLE (AP) — Charlie
Leibrandt and Dan Quisenberry
combined on an eight-hitter and
the Kansas City Royals moved
into a first-place tie with the
California Angels in the American
League West with a 5-2 victory
over the Seattle Mariners Thursday
night.
Liebrandt, 17-8, pitdied 73's itlnings for the Royals. The Royals'
ace left-hander allowed seven hits
and both Mariner runs before
giving way to Quisenberry, who
pitched the final 1 /
1 3 inning to
record his 35th save.
Bill Swift, 5-10, took the loss
after going only three innings. The
Mariner right-hander left the game

Net women to Vt.
The UMO women's tennis team
will be looking for its first win of
the season when the Black Bears
travel to Ntrmont to play St.
Michael's College Friday and the
University of Vermont Saturday.
UMO coach Eilene Fox said her
Black Bears should come out with
their first win against St. Michaels.

ItkZ Cialkix,&1st

Cards defeat Phils
ST. LOUIS(AP)— John Ibtor
won his 20th game with a fourhitter and his 10th shutout of the
year as the St. LAWS Catdinals beat
the Philadelphia Phillies 5-0
Thursday night and retained their

•Hockey

is
Proud To Be A Part Of

Saturday's second game, between URI
and UVM, could easily be the contest
that decides the overall outcome of the
tournament as the powerful Vermont
squad will attempt to get off to a solid
start against a mediocre URI team.
Vermont is 2-1 and is the pre-tournament
favorite. The Catamounts feature a
young and enthusiastic squad led by cocaptains Joyce DeSreest and Mickey
Lauzon.

The

8th Annual
PARENTS AND FRIENDS'
PLANT
SALE

SEPT. 24 - 28
•Hauck Auditorium Lobby and Patio

•Saturday Sept. 28 on the Mall
Plants for '1.49 and up
A1SQ.;
Cut Flowers
Mugs
India Prints

Assorted Plant
Supplies

*Don't forget to pick up a corsage on the
Mall for Saturday's game!!
TO BENEFIT
UMO STUDENT ACTIVITIES

four-game lead in the National
League East.
The
- Cardinals' seventh straight
victory and 14th in 15 games
reduced their magic number to six.
St. Louis and second place New
York each have nine games remaining, three against each other.

vol. XC

Gb

Tiidor, 20-9, became the majors'
fourth 20-game winner this year.
Philadelphia starter Kevin Gross,
14-12, took the loss.

O's crush Brewers
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Cal
Ripken and Alan Wiggins each hit
two-run singles in a seven-run
Baltimore third inning to propel
the Orioles to a 9-1 victory over the
Milwaukee Brewers Thursday
night.
Seven Milwaukee pitchers were
shelled for 15 hits in the game, as
the Orioles prevented a series
sweep and broke a four-game losing streak.
Dennis Martinez, 13-9,'canoed •
seven hits, struck out one sad
walked three, for the victory.
Rick Waits relieved Moose
Haas, who had a sore aim, to
begin the third but never got an
Orioles' out.

(continued from page 10)

"We've played well in the past," said
first year Vermont coach Pam Childs.
"we're equal to anyone's talent."
Vermont's toughest competition will
come from a fiesty_University of Lowell
team which brings a 2-1-1 mark into the
tournament
They are led by Shama Lamb, Lowell's
eighth all-time leading scorer. Lamb will
receive considerable support from Maura
Sullivan, Donna -hilly and Theresa Viau,
a strong trio known for their offensive
exploits.
In goal, UVM features one of the
strongest 1-2 combinations in the East
with the outstancling duo of Bev Agrella
and Robin Schools.
The University of Rhode Island, at
2-4, are looking for a strong weekend.
One they hope will start them towards
a consistent and_cornoetitive season.
In order for the UMO squad to have
a chance this weekend,they will have to
overcome several key injuries that have
considerably weakened the Black Bear
game plan.
As it is, "we have three or four starters
who can't play the whole game due to
injuries," said Waterhouse. "Hopefully things are on the upswing," If
Maine can keep a sustained attack going and the substitution can click the
Black Bear's could pull off a major
upset at the expense of their stronger
opponents.
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